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Abstract—A Bayesian data-mining approach is introduced for
dynamic spectrum sensing in spectrum-heterogeneous cognitive
radio networks. The goal is to find the spectrum opportunities in temporal, spectral, and spatial domains in the presence
of unreliable sensing data and unavailable location information. In spectrum-heterogeneous networks, the availability of
spectrum varies over the space and different sensors experience different spectrum opportunities. Thus, the measurements
from sensors cannot be simply aggregated to detect the spectrum opportunities. Moreover, unreliable data will negatively
impact the decision-making process. The task of inferring the
spectrum status becomes even more challenging when the sensors are not equipped with location-finding technologies. In this
paper, we propose a probabilistic model to cluster the sensors
solely based on their observations, not requiring any prior knowledge of the network topology, location of the sensors, or the
number of clusters. After receiving the sensing data, the base station updates the probability distributions of cluster membership,
channel availability, and device reliability. All the update rules
are derived mathematically by the variational inference. Then,
the distributions are employed to find spectrum opportunities
via multi-label graph cuts method. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach with respect to
existing algorithms.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio ad hoc networks, dynamic
spectrum access, consensus-based cooperative spectrum sensing,
clustering methods, graph theory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE COGNITIVE radio (CR) paradigm is seen as the
solution for the spectrum scarcity [1], [2]. The main
idea is to let the unlicensed users, also known as secondary
users (SUs), utilize the spectrum, provided that they will
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not interfere with the communication of licensed primary
users (PUs) [2]. Thus, it is the responsibility of the SU
devices to efficiently sense their surrounding environment and
intelligently adapt to it.
The main goal of CR devices is to detect and utilize the
spectrum opportunities in time and space, i.e., finding time
intervals and areas in which the PU signal is absent [1].
Spectrum heterogeneity among SUs is due to the fact that
SUs in different locations are experiencing different spectrum opportunities. An efficient CR device should be able to
discover spectrum opportunities both in temporal and spatial
domains.
However, integrating intelligence into CR devices is a challenging task. The cost of opportunistic usage of spectrum is
often neglected by researchers. A CR framework is not practical unless the cost of dynamic spectrum usage is realistic [3].
Thus, a CR framework should be implementable with low-cost
devices. In this work, it is assumed that:
• sensors are not capable of performing computationally
intensive tasks or extracting complex features of environment,
• sensors do not have location-finding technologies,
• sensors might report unreliable measurements, either
unintentionally or maliciously,
• each SU is able to sense at most one frequency band at
each sensing time,1 and
• missing entries will exist in the data stream, either
because of energy or bandwidth constraints or because
of network or device failures.
A spectrum opportunity detection algorithm is proposed to
detect opportunities both in time and space. Our proposed
method is referred to as cooperative spectrum opportunity
detection (Co-SpOT). Here, since the SUs do not have processing power, they have to be able to communicate with a
base station (BS). The BS has to aggregate data from different
sensors and identify which frequency bands are more likely
to be empty for each SU. The problem becomes more challenging when location information is not available, spectrum
1 Our algorithm can be used for the cases when SUs are able to sense any
arbitrary subset of channels.
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opportunities vary over time and space, and SUs might report
irrelevant measurements.
Most of the prior work focuses on discovering spectrum
opportunities in either time [4]–[8] or space [9]–[12]. Recently,
there has been an effort to address the problem of spatiotemporal spectrum sensing, though most studies are able to
work in the presence of only a single PU or need to be aware of
SU locations [13]–[21]. For instance, Debroy et al. [20] exploit
interpolation techniques to build a spatio-temporal spectrum
maps from the measurements of a network of SUs with known
locations. A maximum likelihood technique is proposed in [19]
to estimate the direction of transmission and power of a single directive source. In this work, it is assumed that the BS is
aware of the locations of the SUs as well as the source. The
problem of discovering the white spaces is discussed in [11].
In this approach, the fusion center aggregates the data from
randomly distributed sensors with binary measurements and
known locations to find the spectrum opportunities within a
geographical area. Intelligent cooperative spectrum sensing is
proposed in [12]. This method uses Bayesian inference to
find the spectrum holes by considering the spatial correlation
among the observations. However, the main focus of the work
is on finding the spectrum opportunities, not allocating the
resources. Moreover, temporal correlation of the observations
is not taken into account. In [22], a cluster-based spectrum
sensing is devised to discover and assign the spectrum opportunities in time and space without knowing the location of
the devices. However, the update rules to predict the channel availability are mostly heuristic and the reliability of the
measurements is not taken into the account.
A. Our Contributions
The main contribution of this work is addressing the
spectrum opportunity detection problem in the spectrumheterogeneous cognitive radio networks and in the absence
of location information. The novelty of the proposed CoSpOT framework is two-fold.
1) We propose a Bayesian data analysis technique that
allows us to cluster the SUs solely based on their
observations. Each cluster contains SUs that are experiencing similar spectrum opportunities. Simultaneously,
the spectrum occupancy status and reliability of each SU
are inferred.
2) We propose a graph-theory-based method to exploit
the extracted information and to discover the spectrum
opportunities for each SU.
To the best of out knowledge, this is the first time that a
Bayesian inference algorithm is proposed to extract information in the absence of location information and a graph cut
algorithm is used to find the spectrum opportunities. After
receiving each set of new measurements, the probability distributions of the unknown variables are updated using the closed
form update rules. It is also worthwhile to mention that it is
assumed that the BS does not have any prior information on
the number of clusters, number of PUs, and location of SUs.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the
system model is presented. Then, the generative model of the
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proposed Bayesian framework is introduced in Section III. The
inference algorithm is discussed in Section IV. In Section V,
the inferred information are used to discover the spectrum
opportunities. Finally, Section VI presents the simulation
results and Section VII draws conclusions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The network consists of N stationary SUs trying to find
the spectrum opportunities among M frequency channels. The
SUs are able to sense one channel at each sensing time and
report its status to the BS. Each SU measures the energy in
the sensing channel and compares it with a threshold, coming from a standard [11], [23]. It is known that when there
is no prior information concerning the PUs’ signal, energy
detector achieves the best performance [24]. If the measured
energy in the mth channel by the nth SU is greater than
the threshold, the SU will report the channel as unavailable
(ynm (t) = 0), otherwise it will report the channel as available
(ynm (t) = 1). However, due to fading, small-scale shadowing, device failure, or malicious attacks, a device might report
faulty measurements on a subset of channels. Although, such
binary measurements can be collected from a network of lowcomplexity inexpensive sensors, it is shown that this method
is a robust and effective approach [11], [25].
We also assume that there exists a common control channel (CCC) between the SUs and the BS. The BS assigns
the sensing channels using the CCC and synchronizes the
SUs to operate on a frame-by-frame structure [26]. At each
frame, there exist a quiet interval when the SUs stop their
transmission, listen to the assigned channel, and send their
measurements to the BS via CCC. Then, by aggregating the
sensing data from all the devices, the BS infers the availability of channels and discovers the spectrum opportunities. The
spectrum opportunity detection procedure is discussed in detail
in Section V.
It is also assumed that an unknown number of licensed
PUs are utilizing the bands. Each PU is transmitting on a
subset of channels and the activity of the PUs is assumed
to be independent of each other. To model the dynamic
behavior of the PUs, a two-state Markov chain model is
exploited [22]. The PUs alternate between active and inactive
states. If the PU is active, it utilizes an unknown subset of
channels.
III. G ENERATIVE M ODEL
Here, the generative model is presented, describing the
observations using the hidden variables. A generative model
specifies the probability distribution of all the variables,
including the observed and hidden variables. In this work, the
observed variables are the sensing data collected from the sensors. The hidden variables are parameters that are desired to
be inferred from the observations, such as availability of the
channels, reliability of devices, and the clusters. The goal of
the inference algorithm is to infer the hidden variables given
the observations. In Section IV, the details of inference and
evolution of distributions over time will be discussed.
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Specifically, in our model, the following hidden variables
are defined:
1) Channel-specific reliability unm ∈ {0, 1}, which is either
0 or 1 and describes the reliability of measurements
of nth SU on mth channel. A device might have different performances on different channels due to frequency
selective fading or device failure. If unm = 1 (unm = 0),
the device n is reliable (unreliable) on channel m.
2) Device reliability rn ∈ [0, 1], denoting the overall trustworthiness of the device. For small values of rn , the
device is more prone to reporting faulty data. A generally reliable device will report trustworthy measurements
on most of the channels.
3) Cluster membership gn ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , Lmax }, indicating
the cluster that the nth SU belongs to. Each cluster contains the devices experiencing similar spectrum
opportunities. This prior captures the spatial correlation
among the SUs. We will use l to index the clusters.
4) Channel availability for each cluster clm ∈ [0, 1],
describing the probability that channel m is available
for SUs in cluster l.
Moreover, the observed variable is ynm . The SU n will report
ynm = 1, if it senses the channel m as available and ynm = 0
otherwise. In this model, clustering the SUs helps us to model
correlation among the sensing outcomes. It is assumed that
there exist clusters of SUs that agree on the availability of
different frequency bands. Number of the clusters is assumed
to be unknown a priori and will be inferred from the data.
To illustrate the idea, Figure 1 shows the clustered devices
in a simple scenario. It is easy to notice that the devices with
same cluster membership are more likely to be close to each
other. In Section V, this knowledge will be used to avoid
assigning same spectrum opportunities to neighboring SUs, to
reduce the chance of interference. Also, channel-specific reliability and device reliability model the faulty measurements and
devices. Without them, all the observations would be assumed
to be reliable and the faulty measurements would easily reduce
the accuracy of the inference algorithm. The random variable
for channel-specific reliability, i.e., unm , is used to model the
unreliable measurements caused by any frequency selective
phenomena, such as fading. It is also worthwhile to mention
that although the frequency selective fading differs from PU
to PU, the reported measurement from the SU is either true
or false for the channel m and this is what we need to draw
conclusions on the occupancy status of the channels.
The random variable for device reliability is included in
the model to avoid overfitting and to relate the performance
of the device over different channels. Without this random
variable, the performance of a device on each channel would
be independent of other channels. However, it is desired for us
to be able to use the inferred information on other channels
to predict the performance of the device on a new unseen
channel. For instance, if most of the device measurements have
been tagged as reliable in previous time slots, it is intuitive
to use this information as the prior information on a newly
sensed channel. All of the reliability information over all the
channels are summarized in the device reliability variable and
its distribution.

Fig. 1.

Outcome of the clustering algorithm in the presence of 3 PUs.

Fig. 2.

Graphical representation of the generative model.

Figure 2 illustrates the graphical representation of the generative model, describing the dependencies among the hidden
and observed variables. Each white circle represents a hidden variable in our model and the gray circle is the observed
variable, which is ynm . For simplicity, each plate groups the
variables that repeat together in the model and the sequence
inside the plate indicates the number of repetitions. This means
that, for example, instead of having N nodes in the graph representing the devices’ reliability, one for each device, there exist
only one node in the graph denoted by rn , which is repeated
N times.
Since the exact number of clusters is not known, it is
assumed that we know an upper bound for the number of
clusters Lmax . In theory, Lmax can be infinity. However, for
practical reasons, an upper bound is set for number of clusters.
The arrows in Figure 2 indicate the dependency among the
variables. The observations made by each device on a specific
channel depends on its cluster membership, channel availability for the cluster, and its reliability on the channel. Also,
according to the model, the observations are independent of the
device reliability, given the channel-specific reliability. This is
intuitive since if we know the reliability of the device on a specific channel, we do not need the reliability of the device on the
other channels or the overall reliability to describe the observations on that channel. The proposed model can be formulated
as follows:
gn ∼ Discrete(π n )


rn ∼ Beta b1n , b0n

n = 1, . . . , N
n = 1, . . . , N

unm ∼ Bernoulli(rn ) n = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , M


n = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, . . . , Lmax
clm ∼ Beta a1lm , a0lm
ynm ∼ unm Bernoulli(cgn ,m )
+ (1 − unm ) Bernoulli(1 − cgn ,m )
n = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , M

(1)
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The hidden variable gn is modeled with a discrete distribution and π n = [πn,1 , πn,2 , . . . , πn,Lmax ] contains the cluster
membership probabilities for SU n. This means that the
distribution Discrete(π n ) generates the value
 gn = l with
probability πn,l , i.e., P{gn = l} = πn,l and l πn,l = 1 for
n = 1, . . . , N. Number of the clusters will be determined by
capturing the correlation among the SUs.
The variable for the device reliability, rn , is modeled
with a Beta distribution with parameters b1n and b0n . This
is the natural choice since rn is used as the parameter of
the Bernoulli distribution of the channel specific reliability
and the conjugate prior for a Bernoulli distribution is Beta
distribution.
The channel-specific reliability is modeled as a Bernoulli
distribution with parameter rn . This implies that if a device is
generally reliable, i.e., rn close to 1, it is more likely to be
reliable on different channels. This prior links the performance
of the device on different channels and reduces the chance
of overfitting the channel-specific reliability. It is also worthwhile to mention that in the proposed model, we are modeling
a symmetric channel. This means that the measurement reliabilities for ynm = 0 and ynm = 1 are equal. However, our
numerical results show that the proposed method works well
for non-symmetric channels.
The channel availability is also defined as a random variable
sampled from a Beta distribution with parameters a1lm and a0lm .
This is also because clm is later used as the parameter of the
Bernoulli distribution that describes the observations.
Finally, the observed variable, ynm , which is the reported
occupancy status of channel m by SU n, is defined as the
summation of two Bernoulli distributions. In words, if the SU
is reliable on a channel, unm = 1, the distribution would be
Bernoulli(cgn ,m ). This means that ynm will be sampled from
a Bernoulli distribution with true parameter of channel availability, i.e., cgn ,m . Otherwise, for unm = 0, it will be sampled
from Bernoulli(1 − cgn ,m ).
As mentioned in Section II, activity of the PUs is assumed
to follow a two-state Markov chain. It is worthwhile to mention that even though the hidden state sequence, i.e., PUs’
status, is first-order Markov, the output process, i.e., true or
measured occupancy status of channels for each SU, is not
Markov of any order. The true occupancy status for SUs, which
is a deterministic function of a Markov chain, does not satisfy the conditions to be Markov [27, Th. 1]. Moreover, the
random variable describing the observations, ynm , which is
an stochastic function of a Markov chain, follows a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) and is not Markov of any order too
[28, Sec. 13.1].
In Bayesian inference, we can marginalize the hidden variables to reduce the model size so that the inference becomes
faster. In our work, we found the overall probability of
channel availability a better measure to cluster devices than
the transition probabilities. Moreover, we are not interested
in the hidden states and the transition probabilities of the
PUs. Thus, we do not need to include them in the model
and we can integrate them out to make the model simpler. The proposed generative model ignores the hidden states
and the transition probabilities, but makes the computations
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simpler and is good enough to infer the parameters of
interest.
IV. I NFERENCE VIA S EQUENTIAL BAYESIAN U PDATING
In the Bayesian approach, the goal is to infer the distribution of the hidden variables given the observations, i.e.,
P{g, r, u, c|y}, which is known as the posterior distribution.
For compactness of notation, we set y = {ynm }, g = {gn },
r = {rn }, u = {unm }, and c = {glm }. Using the Bayes rule, the
posterior distribution can be written as:
P{g, r, u, c|y} ∝ P{y|g, r, u, c}P{g, r, u, c}
∝ P{y, g, r, u, c}.
P{y, g, r, u, c} can be calculated using the model described
in (1). Specifically, the last expression in (1), can be used
to build P{y|g, r, u, c}, known as the likelihood of the observations, and the other terms represent our prior belief,
P{g, r, u, c}. The posterior distribution is the updated distribution of the hidden variables after receiving the observations.
In sequential Bayesian updating, the prior knowledge of the
model is represented as the prior distribution, which is the distribution of the hidden variables before collecting data. After
observing the first set of measurements, the posterior distribution is determined using the Bayes rule. Then, the posterior
distribution can be used as the prior when the next set of
observations becomes available. Thus, the problem boils down
to updating the distribution of the hidden variables using the
observations. In this approach, all the information is stored
in the current distribution of the hidden variables. Hence, old
observations and distributions can be ignored. This helps us
obtain update rules that are not computationally burdensome.
Moreover, since the distribution can be updated using a single
measurement of a single SU or a complete set of measurements
from all the channels and all the SUs, the BS can easily handle
missing entries and different rates of data stream.
In the following, we will present how the distribution of
hidden variables are initialized and how they are updated after
receiving each set of measurements.
A. Initialization
As mentioned earlier, the initialization of the distribution of
the hidden variables reflects our prior knowledge. Thus, there
is no universal recipe to initialize the parameters. Also, it is
clear that as the BS collects more measurements, the effect of
the initialization becomes less and less significant.
The parameter sets a1lm and a0lm determine the distribution
of channel availability for each cluster. In this work, no prior
information is assumed on the channels availability and the
truth will be inferred completely a posteriori. Thus, the parameters are initialized as a1lm = 1 and a0lm = 1, ∀l, m. This
choice of parameters results in a uniform distribution for the
probability of the channel availability.
To set the parameters for the device reliability, it is plausible
to assume that on average at least half of the measurements are
reliable. Also, since there is no information regarding which
devices might report faulty data, the parameters of all the
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hidden and observed variables can be presented as:
P{y, g, r, u, c, ρ}
 

P ynm |gn , unm , cgn m
P{gn |ρ}P{ρ}
=
n,m



n

P{unm |rn }P

rn |b1n , b0n

n,m

Fig. 3.

Graphical model including the stick-breaking prior.

devices should be initialized in a similar manner. In our numerical experiments, we initialize b1n = 3 and b0n = 1, ∀l, m,
which means on average 75% of the measurements are reliable. This is because the expected value of a random variable
b1n
with distribution Beta(b1n , b0n ) is b1 +b
0.
n
n
To initialize the parameters for cluster membership, stickbreaking construction is used [29]. The class of stick-breaking
priors are widely used in different classification problems,
where the complexity of the model (number of the clusters)
is unknown. In general, the number of clusters can be either
bounded or unbounded. However, it is reasonable and also
more practical to assume an upper bound, Lmax , for the number
of candidate clusters. Here, the number of candidate clusters
can be assumed to be no larger than the number of devices,
i.e., Lmax = N.
The weights of a finite dimensional stick-breaking prior
with
concentration parameter α can be formulated as ηl =
l−1
(1 − ρi ), ∀l, where ρl are independent random variρl i=1
ables drawn from Beta(1, α). Setting ρLmax = 1 will result
in a finite dimensional prior [29]. Thus, the cluster membership distribution is set as π n = η for all the devices, where
η = [η1 , . . . , ηLmax ].
Parameter α represents the prior information on degree
of correlation among the SUs. Specifically, according to the
defined stick-breaking prior, it is known that the probability
1
[30].
that two SUs belong to the same group is equal to 1+α
Thus, as we increase the value of α, less SUs may end up
in the same group. For initialization, we set α = Lmax , which
indicates a low degree of correlation among SUs.
To make the model more accurate, Figure 3 shows the
graphical model including the stick-breaking prior. As a result,
the Bayes rules should be rewritten as P{g, r, u, c, ρ|y} ∝
P{y|g, r, u, c, ρ}P{g, r, u, c, ρ}, where ρ = {ρl } denotes the
set of stick-breaking variables, which is the same for all the
SUs. In this model, ρ links the information of cluster membership from different SUs, captures the level of correlation
among SUs, and helps us cluster SUs without knowing the
number of clusters. Without ρ, the variables of cluster membership gn for different SUs would be independent of each
other, which is not the case in our application.

B. Sequential Updating
As the new observations become available, the BS has to
update the posterior distributions. Using the model defined
in (1) and depicted in Figure 3, the joint distribution of the



P clm |a1lm , a0lm , (2)

l,m

Now, given the observations, the goal is to infer the distribution of cluster membership, channel availability, channelspecific reliability, and device reliability, i.e., P{g, r, u, c, ρ|y},
in a timely manner. To handle the intractable integrals arising in the inference procedure, variational inference is often
employed [30]–[35]. In variational inference, the posterior distribution is approximated by a family of distributions, for
which the calculations are tractable. The approximate distribution is often assumed to be fully factorized over all the
hidden variables. Specifically, the fully factorized variational
distribution Q{g, r, u, c, ρ} is defined as:
Q{g, r, u, c, ρ}
 

Q gn |π̂ n
Q{unm |τnm }
=
n


n

n,m

Q

rn |b̂1n , b̂0n



Q clm |â1lm , â0lm



l,m

Q ρl |γ̂l1 , γ̂l0 ,

l

(3)
where π̂ n , b̂1n , b̂0n , â1lm , â0lm , τnm , γ̂l1 , and γ̂l0 are the parameters of the factorized distributions. Our goal is to obtain
Q{g, r, u, c, ρ} such that it approximates the posterior distribution P{g, r, u, c, ρ|y}.
Specifically, in variational inference, the goal is to obtain
a distribution Q{g, r, u, c, ρ} that maximizes the likelihood of
the observations. It is easy to show that the log-likelihood of
the observations can be written as [28, Ch. 10]:
ln(P{y}) ≥ L(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ})
+ KL(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ}P{g, r, u, c, ρ|y}),
where

L(Q)  E{ln(P{y, g, r, u, c, ρ})}
− E{ln(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ})},

and the expected value is with respect to variational distribution. KL(..) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of
two distributions. The equality occurs when Q{g, r, u, c, ρ} =
P{g, r, u, c, ρ|y}, which means KL-divergence is zero. This
means L(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ}) is the largest possible lower bound
that can be attained. However, since the variational distribution is limited to the family of fully factorized distributions,
the maximum of the lower bound cannot be achieved.
Thus, the problem boils down to maximizing the
L(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ}) to find the best approximate posterior distribution. To do that, at each step, the lower bound is maximized
with respect to only one of the factorized distributions,
i.e., Q{gn |π̂ n }, Q{unm |τnm }, Q{rn |b̂1n , b̂0n }, Q{clm |â1lm , â0lm }, or
Q{ρl |γ̂l1 , γ̂l0 }, keeping all the other distributions fixed. Each
step results in the update rule for one of the variables.
Since L(Q{g, r, u, c, ρ}) is concave with respect to each of
the factorized distributions, convergence is guaranteed [28].
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Fig. 4.
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Expected value of channel availability after 20 time frames.

The derivations of the updating rules are presented in the
Appendix.
At each time frame, when the BS receives new observations,
it employs the update rules and updates the distribution of the
hidden variables. To illustrate the idea, Figure 4 shows the
expected value of the channel availability for different clusters, i.e., c̄lm = EQ{clm } {clm }, for a scenario similar to Figure 1.
At the first time frame c̄lm , is equal to 0.5 for all the channels and the clusters, according to the initialization discussed
in Section IV-A, which indicates unbiased estimate of channel availability in absence of further information. It is also
worthwhile to mention that since the number of clusters the
candidate clusters Lmax is set to larger than the number of
actual clusters, most of the clusters in Figure 4 are empty.
Thus, the belief on channel availability of these clusters are not
updated. On the hand, it is easy to see that, for the non-empty
clusters, as the BS collects more measurements, uncertainty
decreases and the spectrum opportunities are revealed.
Moreover, Figure 5 illustrates the expected value of channel availability for devices belonging to different clusters, i.e.,
c̄gn m = EQ{clm } EQ{gn } {cgn m }, over time. Dashed lines show the
true value of the channel availability for devices in that cluster. In some cases, there is a bias in the final estimation of the
channel availability. This bias is partly due to the fact that the
posterior distribution is being approximated using a factorized
distribution. Also, it is clear that when the true value is closer
to the prior belief, i.e., 0.5, the algorithm converges faster. On
the other hand, starting from an incorrect prior, the BS needs
to collect more measurements to estimate the true value of
the channel availability. For instance, Figure 5(d) shows that
devices in cluster #4, with true channel availability of 0, take
longest to converge.
The sequential update rules allow us to propagate information without requiring to store the old observations or to
repeat computations. In next section, the inferred distributions
are exploited to assign channels for sensing and to detect the
spectrum opportunities.

Fig. 5. Expected value of the channel availability for devices in Clusters 1-4
and m = 1. Solid lines shows the expected value of the inferred distribution
for channel availability of devices in each cluster over time. Dashed line shows
the true value of the channel availability for devices in that cluster.

Here, we present the procedure for discovering the spectrum
opportunities, using the distribution of the hidden variables.
In order to increase the number of unique spectrum opportunities in space and to reduce the risk of interference, same
channel should not be appointed to neighboring SUs. Thus,
the BS has to assign spectrum opportunities to SUs such that
the channels are more likely to be available; and the same
channel is not assigned to physically adjacent SUs.
Since the location information of the SUs is not available,
cluster membership information is exploited as a measure of
adjacency. This is based on the assumption that measurements
from neighboring SUs are correlated. Thus, SUs with correlated measurements will end up in the same cluster. Figure 1
shows the outcome of the proposed clustering for a sample
environment. In the figure, the nth SU is assigned a cluster
l∗ , where l∗ = maxl Q{gn = l}. It is easy to notice that the
neighboring nodes are more likely to be in the same cluster.
In this section, we present how the spectrum opportunities
can be assigned to SUs by mapping the problem to an energy
minimization problem [36]. First, we need to quantify the
probability that a channel is available for each of the SUs. Let
tnm be the true occupancy status of the channel m for device n,
which clearly might be different from the observed value ynm .
If channel m is available for device n, tnm will be equal to 1,
otherwise it will be 0. Then, Q{tnm }, which is the inferred variational distribution for tnm , can be calculated as the marginal
distribution of Q{tnm , gn , clm } = Q{tnm |gn , clm }Q{gn }Q{clm },
given by:
Lmax

Q{tnm = 1|gn = l, clm }

Q{tnm = 1} =
l=1

× Q{gn = l}Q{clm }dclm

V. S PECTRUM O PPORTUNITY D ISCOVERY
As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the network is performing on a frame-by-frame structure. At the beginning of
each frame, the BS assigns a channel to each SU. Then, if
the channel is sensed as empty, the SU utilizes the channel.
Moreover, the SU reports the outcome of the sensing to the BS.

clm

(a)

Lmax

=

(b)

Q{gn = l}

=

π̂n,l
l=1

clm Q{clm }dclm
clm

l=1
Lmax

â1lm
â1lm + â0lm

.

(4)
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Fig. 6. (a) An example of spectrum opportunity assignment using multi
label energy minimization. The thicker lines represent the edges with larger
weights. (b) A multiway cut on the graph consisting of the channels and the
SUs. In (a), each SU is connected to all the other SUs and all the channels.
A multiway cut divides the SUs into disjoint groups and assigns each group
a unique channel.

Here, (a) uses the fact that P{tnm = 1|gn = l, clm } = clm . This
comes from the definition of the clm , which is the probability of
channel m being available for devices in cluster l. Moreover,
(b) exploits the fact that Q{clm } is a Beta distribution with
parameters â1lm and â0lm , which is shown in the Appendix.
Now, let hn ∈ {1, . . . , M} be the channel detected as the
spectrum opportunity for device n and h = {h1 , . . . , hN } be
the set of spectrum opportunities assigned to all of the SUs.
The goal of the BS is to find the best set of channels h∗ =
{h∗1 , . . . , h∗N }, which are most likely to be unique spectrum
opportunities. For that, the BS has to ensure that the h∗n is
available for device n and is not assigned to its neighbors.
Accordingly, the following objective function can be
defined:
h∗ = arg max
h

N



  
P tnhn = 1
P gni = gnj .
n=1

(5)

h∗n =h∗n

∀ni ,nj
hnj =hni

can be written as:

The first term is the probability that all the assigned channels are available. The second term indicates the probability
that the SUs in the same cluster are assigned to different
channels. This way, the BS makes sure that the SUs that are
spatially close to each other will be assigned different channels. Using the negative log-likelihood, the objective can be
further rewritten as:
h∗ = arg min
N

N



− log P tnhn = 1



− log P gni = gnj δ hnj = hni .

N

K + log(P{tnm = 1})

|C| =
n=1 m=h∗n
N

N

−


 
log P{gni = gnj } δ h∗nj = h∗ni .

(7)

ni =1 nj =1

This cost can be further rewritten as:
N

M

|C| = N(M − 1)K +

n=1
N

+

minimizes the cost of the cut |C|, which is defined as the sum
of weights of edges removed by the cut.
As an example, consider the simple network depicted in
Figure 6(a). This network consists of 5 SUs, shown by circles,
and 3 channels, represented by squares. This network can be
represented as a graph of 8 vertices, containing one vertex for
each SU and one vertex for each channel. The edge between
each pair of SUs, denotes the probability that this pair of SUs
does not belong to the same cluster. Thus, if a pair of SUs are
likely to be in the same cluster, the weight of the edge will be
small and it will be more likely to be removed by the graph
cut algorithm. Moreover, the weight of the edge that links SU
n to channel m represents the probability that channel m is not
available for device n. Hence, if a channel is available for an
SU, it will not easily be removed from the graph.
In Figure 6(b), an example of channel assignment is
depicted. The graph is partitioned into three disjoint subsets, one for each channel. Such partitioning is achieved by
removing edges of the original graph via multi-label graph cut.
Specifically, to minimize (6), each channel-SU edge is
weighted by K + log(P{tnhn = 1}), where K is a constant
greater than max{log(P{tnhn = 1})}, ∀n, to make the weights
positive. This is because removing an edge with negative
weight decreases the cost of the cut. Moreover, each SU-SU
edge is weighted by − log(P{gni = gnj }).
Let h∗n be the channel assigned to SU n. Using the defined
weights, the cost of removing all the 
channel-SU edges to SU
n, except the edge to h∗n , would be m=h∗n K + log(P{tnm =
1}). Similarly, the cost of removing edges between SU n
and
 all the SUs that are not assigned the same channel is:
∀n − log(P{gn = gn }). Hence, the total cost of the cut

log(P{tnm = 1})
n=1 m=1

(6)

ni =1 nj =1

δ(hnj = hni ) is equal to 1, when hnj = hni and 0 other wise.
It is known that the optimization problems with similar cost
function as the problem formulated in (6) can be solved via
graph cuts [36]–[39].
Graph cuts are often used in computer vision to assign each
pixel of an image a label, while ensuring that the similar pixels are assigned the same label [37], [38]. Likewise, in our
problem, the BS wants to assign each SU a channel, while
assigning the nonadjacent SUs the same channel.
A cut divides a graph into disjoint sub-graphs by removing
the edges of the graph. A minimum graph cut C is a cut that

N

−
n=1
N



log P tnh∗n = 1
N

−


 

log P gni = gnj δ h∗nj = h∗ni .

(8)

ni =1 nj =1

Since, the first two terms do not depend on the cut, a
set h∗ that minimizes the cost of the cut |C| will also minimize (6), which is equivalent to maximizing the objective
function in (5). Thus, after inferring the distributions of the
hidden variables, the BS can perform a graph cut algorithm,
using the defined graph and weights, to find the spectrum
opportunities.
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VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, the simulation results are presented to quantify the performance of Co-SpOT. The simulation parameters
are set as follows, unless otherwise is stated. By default, we
consider a square area with size 50 (distance unit)2 , with
N = 15 stationary SUs and 4 stationary PUs uniformly at random distributed over the space. For simplicity, it is assumed
that a channel will be unavailable if the SU is in the circular
transmission range of a PU that is utilizing the channel. Each
SU device is in the interference range of a PU or SU if they
are closer than 2 distance units. Using such parameters, each
SU has to share the spectrum with about 2.7 other SUs and
0.8 PUs on average.
We set the number of spectrum bands to 20 (M = 20) and
each PU is transmitting on 6 channels, randomly selected at
the beginning of the simulation. To model the PU’s behavior, a two-state Markov chain is adapted. The PUs utilize
the channels λ = 0.5 of the time and switch from inactive
state to active state with probability 0.1. These two parameters
determine the remaining transition probability.
At each time frame, SUs can sense and report the occupancy status of only one channel, which is specified by
the BS. Furthermore, probabilities of false-alarm and missdetection are set to be 0.2, i.e., Pf = 0.2 and Pm = 0.2.
Digham et al. [40] derived closed form expressions for probabilities of false-alarm and miss-detection of an energy detector
over AWGN, Rayleigh, Rician, and Nakagami-m channels. For
simplicity, and without loss of generality, we use Pm and Pf to
model the adverse effect of different channel models. The BS
collects the measurements, updates the posterior distributions,
discovers the spectrum opportunities, and assigns channels for
sensing in the next frame.
The performance of Co-SpOT is compared with some
existing non-cooperative and cooperative methods such as
greedy adaptive learning [24], exponential-weight algorithm
for exploration and exploitation (Exp3) [41], and cluster-based
coordinated multiband spectrum sensing (Cluster-CMSS) [22].
The code for the Cluster-CMSS method was provided by
the authors. The performances are compared according to
a defined time-averaged normalized success rate (TNSR).
Success rate indicates what ratio of discovered channels is in
fact available and unique in a neighborhood of SUs. By availability, we mean that at the time of utilization the SU will not
interfere with the communication of any of the PUs. Moreover,
only unique available channels are considered to be spectrum
opportunity. Thus, if an available channel is detected as a spectrum opportunity for several SUs, which are in interference
range of each other, this spectrum opportunity is considered
as spectrum opportunity only for one of the SUs. So, both
primary user protection and secondary user protection are
considered in the performance metric.
The success rate is averaged over T = 100 time slots
and normalized by the maximum achievable success rate.
Color-sensitive graph coloring (CSGC), introduced in [13],
is employed to find the maximum achievable success rate.
Location of all the SUs and the true occupancy status of
channels are provided as the inputs of CSGC. Moreover, the

Fig. 7.

Performance of different frameworks for various topologies.
TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF D IFFERENT S PECTRUM O PPORTUNITY
D ETECTION A LGORITHMS

algorithm introduced in [36] is exploited to find the minimum
graph cut and discover the spectrum opportunities.2
Choosing success rate as the performance metric makes
the results as general as possible and is a common practice [13], [22], [24]. A higher TNSR leads to improved
throughput of individual SUs, overall throughput of the
network, packet loss rate, and transmission delay. It is also
worthwhile to mention that the energy cost of Co-SpOT is
same as the centralized competitors. Moreover, for a fair comparison, number of observations collected by the BS at each
time slot is the same for all the algorithms, i.e., one channel
per SU. This means that the cost of sensing is the same for
all the approaches.
In our first numerical experiment, we start by examining the
performance of the mentioned methods for different network
topologies. Using the default setting defined above, Figure 7
shows the performance of different algorithms for 50 different
topologies generated randomly. It is easy to notice that CoSpOT outperforms the competitors for all the cases, which
illustrates the fact that Co-SpOT is not sensitive to the network
topology and is able to perform well for different topologies.
To quantify the performance, Table I shows the mean, standard
deviation, and relative standard deviation of different methods.
The table illustrates that Co-SpOT has a low variation, while
having a high average TNSR.
Figure 8 illustrates the performance of different methods for
different values for probability of false-alarm Pf and probability of miss-detection Pm . As mentioned earlier, parameters of
different channel models, such as AWGN, Rayleigh, Rician,
and Nakagami-m, can be translated into Pm and Pf , using
closed form expressions [40]. Thus, Figure 8 can be used to
evaluate different methods for different channel conditions. It
is clear that Co-SpOT is less sensitive to Pf than Pm . As Pm
2 The pseudo-code for the graph cut algorithm can be found in [36] and
the code is available at http://vision.ucla.edu/ brian/gcmex.html.
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Fig. 8. Spectrum opportunity detection performance for different false-alarm
and miss-detection probabilities.

increases, the probability of accessing an unavailable channel
increases, which leads to poor TSNR. Moreover, although the
model is developed for symmetric channels, i.e., with same
measurement reliability for ynm = 0 and ynm = 1, Figure 8
shows that Co-SpOT works well for non-symmetric channels
with Pf = Pm .
Figure 9 shows the performance of different methods over
time for topology #7 in Figure 7. After only a few observations, Co-SpOT is able to achieve a high success rate. This
indicates that the learning period is short. Comparing with
Figure 5, it is easy to notice that the success rate of CoSpOT converges much faster than the inference algorithm. This
means that after receiving a few measurements, we can find
the spectrum opportunities with good accuracy, although the
probability distributions have not yet converged to their final
states. Figure 9(b) shows that Cluster-CMSS also converges
to a decision after about 60 time slots.
To cluster the SUs and to draw conclusions about the
availability of the channels, Co-SpOT exploits spatial correlation among the observations. This means that, to achieve
a performance gain, there should exist some level of spatial
correlation in the network. Since the activity of the PUs are
assumed to be uncorrelated, the SUs sensing the same PUs
will report similar observations. Thus, as the number of SUs
per each PU increases, the observations will be more correlated. Figure 10 illustrates the performance gain for different
levels of spatial correlation, averaged over sufficiently large
Monte Carlo trials. In this experiment, for a fixed number of
SUs, i.e., N = 15, number of PUs is decreased from 15 to 1.
The effect of decreasing the number of PUs is two-fold.
First, by decreasing the number of PUs, more channels become
available and it is easier to discover and assign the spectrum opportunities. This explains the improvement in the

Fig. 9. TNSR over time for (a) Co-SpOT, (b) Cluster-CMSS, (c) greedy
adaptive learning, and (d) Exp3.

Fig. 10. Spectrum opportunity detection performance for different levels
of spatial correlation for N = 15. Performance gain is achieved when the
number SUs is greater than the number of PUs, i.e., there exist some level of
correlation among observations.

performance of all the methods. Also, for fewer number of
PUs, the observations of the SUs are more correlated. Hence,
the performance gap between Co-SpOT and other methods
becomes increasingly larger as the number of PUs decreases.
When the number of PUs is equal to the number of SUs, meaning that on average we have a PU for each SU, the observations
are not correlated. Therefore, no performance gain is achieved
by considering the correlation among the SU. However, as
soon as the number of SUs for each PU becomes greater than
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Fig. 11. Spectrum opportunity detection performance for different
√ utilization
√
factors, i.e., λ, in presence of 4 PUs for environment size of 50 ( 50 × 50)
and interference range of 2.

1, Co-SpOT is able to employ the correlation to improve the
spectrum opportunity detection performance, without knowing
the location of SUs.
To study the influence of the utilization factor on the
performance of the algorithm, Figure 11 compares the success
rate of different algorithms for different utilization factors, i.e.,
λ. As it was expected, due to spectrum opportunity scarcity, the
success rate of all the methods deteriorates for higher utilization factors. It is also evident that Co-SpOT is only method that
achieves an optimal performance for the best-case scenario,
i.e., TNSR = 1, for λ = 0. This is because Co-SpOT is able
to exploit the spatial correlation to avoid interference among
the SUs. In such scenario, all the SUs are in the same cluster,
due to similarity of the observations. Thus, a unique spectrum
channel is assigned to each of them.
Density of the SU devices is also an important factor in
the performance of any spectrum opportunity detection framework. For larger number of SUs, the fusion center receives
more data, which leads to better decision making performance.
However, as the number of SUs increases, for a fixed size
of environment and a fixed transmission range, the scarcity
of unique spectrum opportunities becomes more considerable,
degrading the spectrum utilization.
Figure 12 shows the effect of these two opposing forces.
For N ≤ 15, incrementing the number of SUs does not
decrease the performance of Co-SpOT significantly. In fact,
the performance gap keeps increasing. However, for N > 15,
the unique spectrum opportunities become too scarce and more
measurements does not help the BS to find unique spectrum
opportunities. As an √example, for N = 25, using the default
environment size of 50 distance unit (≈ 3.5× interference
range), each SU is sharing the spectrum channels with about
4.74 other SUs and 0.8 PUs, which are transmitting on 6
channels. Figure 12 shows that for large number of SUs,
the success rate of different spectrum opportunity detection
methods decreases.
Unavailable location information puts certain limits on the
performance of any cooperative spectrum opportunity detection algorithm. Two SUs might be far away from each other,
while experiencing the exact same spectrum opportunities.
Thus, in the absence of additional side information, there is
no way to handle such scenario and have a perfect spectrum
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Fig. 12. Spectrum opportunity detection performance with varying number of
secondary users. There are 4 PUs, each transmitting on a subset of 6 channels
out of M = 20 channels.

Fig. 13. Expected value of channel availability for all the devices after
T = 100 time slots. SUs #1 and #2 are shadowed and sense all the channels
as available.

reuse. This issue is particularly of more importance in largescale networks with many SUs. For such networks, exploiting
a single BS to aggregate the data from the entire network
reduces the success rate. Hence, data form each region of the
network should be processed by a local BS, also referred to
as cluster head.
Finally, to understand the performance of Co-SpOT under
shadowing, we investigate a simple, but important, scenario.
This setting gives us insight to understand the behavior of CoSpOT for complicated scenarios. We consider an environment
consisting of 3 SUs and 1 PU, transmitting on a subset of 10
channels. All the SUs are in the interference range of the PU
and each other. However, due to shadowing, 2 of the SUs (SUs
#1 and #2) cannot hear the PU and sense all the channels as
available. As before, Pm = Pf = 0.2.
Figure 13 illustrates the expected value of channel availability for the SUs, i.e., Q{tnm = 1}, after T = 100 time slots.
In this simulation, to make the probability distributions more
interpretable, we set Lmax = 2, λ = 1, and observations are
collected on all the channels. Figure 13(a) shows Q{tnm = 1}
for the case when the PU is transmitting on 7 channels.
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TABLE II
C LUSTER M EMBERSHIP D ISTRIBUTIONS (π̂n,l = Q{gn = l}).

that Co-SpOT outperforms the existing cooperative and noncooperative methods, whenever the measurements of different
SUs are spatially correlated.
A PPENDIX

As shown, the expected channel availabilities for busy channels of the shadowed SUs are less than those of available
channels, although all the channels are sensed as available
by the shadowed users. This means that the shadowed users
can benefit from the measurements of the non-shadowed user.
This is due to the fact that, in the proposed method, SUs are
assigned to the clusters in a probabilistic manner. Table II
shows the inferred cluster membership probabilities in the
same scenario as Figure 13(a).
In such scenario, when the SUs disagree on most of the
channels, they belong to different clusters with very high probability, but not with probability 1. This probabilistic cluster
membership leads to information sharing in two ways. First,
the expression for Q{tnm = 1}, Equation (4), can be seen as
a weighted average of the beliefs of different clusters, where
the weights are the cluster membership probabilities, i.e., π̂n,l .
Thus, in this example, the belief of SU #2 is updated using the
beliefs of both of the clusters, with different weights. On the
other hand, to update the beliefs of each cluster, the measurements from all the devices are exploited, with different weights
(Appendix A). This means that the measurements of SU #2
are used to update the channel availability of both clusters.
Thus, the information is shared among all the devices. This
is why shadowed SUs have different beliefs on different channels, although they sense all of them as available. Moreover,
this is the reason that expected channel availabilities for SU
#3 have large values (Q{tnm = 1} > 0.4, ∀m, n = 3), even for
the channels it senses as unavailable. This information sharing
helps the spectrum opportunity detection algorithm to find the
available channels and to achieve TNSR of 0.90.
Figure 13(b) shows Q{tnm = 1} for a scenario where the
PU transmits on only 3 channels. In this scenario, since the
devices agree on the status of most of the channels, they will
be assigned to the same cluster with a higher probability, compared to Figure 13(a), and will end up having similar beliefs
on the channels. Specifically, Q{gn = 1} is equal to 0.75,
0.82, and 0.27 for SU #1, #2, and #3, respectively. Again, the
spectrum opportunity detection algorithm is able to find the
available channels for all the SUs and achieves TNSR of 0.99.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the problem of discovering the
spectrum opportunities in spectrum-heterogeneous networks.
We proposed a centralized, cooperative, Bayesian inference
framework, referred to as Co-SpOT, to extract information
from the measurements, assuming the presence of faulty
data and correlation among the measurements of different
SUs. A sequential updating formulation is utilized and the
update rules are derived mathematically. Then, it is shown
that multi-label graph cut can be employed to discover the
unique spectrum opportunities. The simulation results suggest

In this section, the derivations of the update rules for
the inference algorithm are presented. As discussed in
Section IV-B, the posterior distribution is approximated by a
family of distributions for which the calculations are tractable.
We restrict the distribution by fully factorizing it over all the
hidden variables. This method is referred to as naive mean
field approach [31].
For simplicity of notation, let us denote the whole set of hidden variables with Z = {{gn }, {rn }, {unm }, {clm }, {ρl }}. In (3), Z
is divided into disjoint groups Zi , i = 1, . . . , where each Zi is
representing one of the hidden variables in Z. By maximizing
the lower bound L(Q{Z}), the variational distribution of each
partition Q{Zi } is given by [28, Ch. 10]:
ln(Q{Zi }) = Ej=i {ln(P{y, Z})} + const,

(9)

where Ej=i {.} is the expectation with respect to distributions
Q{Zj }, j = i. Then by plugging in P{y, Z} = P{y, g, r, u, c, ρ}
from (2) and employing the exponential form of the distributions, the variational distributions can be obtained. The
constant value is determined by normalizing the distribution.
It is worthwhile to state that if x ∼ Bernoulli(p), then


p
x + ln(1 − p)
(10)
ln(P{x}) = ln
1−p
and if x ∼ Beta(b1 , b0 ), we have




ln(P{x}) = b1 − 1 ln(x) + b0 − 1 ln(1 − x) + const
 


E{ln(x)} = ψ b1 − ψ b1 + b0 ,
 


E{ln(1 − x)} = ψ b0 − ψ b1 + b0 ,
(11)
where ψ(.) is digamma functions. Here, using the observations
y and the prior distribution, the update rules to obtain the
approximate posterior distributions are presented.
A. Channel Availability
Using (9), to update the channel availability, we have:
ln(Q{clm }) = E{ln(P{y, g, r, u, c, ρ})} + const.
Employing (10) and (11) and integrating out all the variables
except clm , we will have:
ln(Q{clm })



= const + ln P clm |a1lm , a0lm ,
EQ{gn } EQ{unm } {ln(P{ynm |unm , gn , clm })}

+
n





= const + a1lm − 1 ln(clm ) + a0lm − 1 ln(1 − clm )


 

clm
ynm + ln(1 − clm )
π̂n,l EQ{unm } {unm } ln
+
1 − clm
n

 


1 − clm
ynm + ln(clm ) .
+ 1 − EQ{unm } {unm } ln
clm
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In this expression, the summations are taken over the
devices that have reported a measurement on mth device. The
first two terms come from the prior knowledge on the channel
status and are written using (11). Moreover, the summation is
aggregating the information from observations, considering the
reliability of each measurement and the cluster membership of
each device. The terms inside the summation are written using
the exponential form of Bernoulli distribution, as described
in (10).
This expression can be further written in the form of (â1lm −
1) ln(clm ) + (â0lm − 1) ln(1 − clm ) + const, which is a Beta
distribution with parameters:

π̂n,l EQ{unm } {unm }ynm
â1lm = a1lm +
n

â0lm



+ 1 − EQ{unm } {unm } (1 − ynm )

= a0lm +
π̂n,l EQ{unm } {unm }(1 − ynm )
n
 
+ 1 − EQ{unm } {unm } ynm .

Here, EQ{unm } {.} is expectation with respect to Q{unm } and
EQ{unm } {unm } can be calculated using Q{unm }, which will be
discussed shortly.
B. Device Reliability
Similarly, to update the device reliability, for all n, we have:




ln(Q{rn }) = const + b1n − 1 ln(rn ) + b0n − 1 ln(1 − rn )

 

rn
unm + ln(1 − rn )
EQ{unm } ln
+
1 − rn
m


= const + ln(rn ) b1n +

+ ln(1 − rn )

EQ{unm } {unm } − 1
m

b0n




1 − EQ{unm } {unm } − 1 ,

+
m

By comparing this expression to the exponential form of the
Beta distribution, it is easy to see that
Q{rn } is a Beta distribution with parameters b̂1n = b1n + m EQ{unm } {unm } and

b̂0n = b0n + M − m EQ{unm } {unm }.
C. Channel-Specific Reliability

+ (1 − unm ) ynm
+ (1 − ynm )

D. Stick-Breaking Variables
Using (9), the update rule can be derived as:


ln(Q{ρl }) = const + ln P ρl |γl1 , γl0
n

Notice that, as mentioned in Section IV-A, P{ρl |γl1 , γl0 } is
initialized with Beta(1, α). P{gn |ρ} can be written in terms
of ρ, by utilizing the stick-breaking construction rules. Also,
P{ρl |γl1 , γl0 } can be rewritten using (11). Thus, we have:




ln(Q{ρl }) = const + γl1 − 1 ln(ρl ) + γl0 − 1 ln(1 − ρl )
⎡
⎤
Lmax

+
n

i=1

i−1

ln(1 − ρj )⎦,

j=1

which can be written in form of (γ̂l1 −1) ln(ρl )+(γ̂l0 −1) ln(1−
ρl ) + const. This is also a Beta distribution with parameters:
γ̂l1 = γl1 +

π̂n,l ,
n
Lmax

γ̂l0 = γl0 +

π̂n,i .

E. Cluster Membership

+ (1 − unm )EQ{rn } {ln(1 − rn )}


The probability of device n belonging to cluster l, i.e., π̂n,l ,
is updated using this expression:

π̂n,l EQ{clm } {ln(clm )}

l

π̂n,i ⎣ln(ρi ) +

n i=l+1

ln(Q{unm }) = const + unm EQ{rn } {ln(rn )}

π̂n,l EQ{clm } {ln(1 − clm )}

EQ{gn } {ln(P{gn |ρ})}.

+

By employing (10) and (11), we have:

+ (1 − ynm )

π̂n,l EQ{clm } {ln(clm )} .

This update rule, like the other ones, boils down to simple
expressions, as the observations are either 0 or 1. It is intuitive
that, at any time frame, the BS cannot update unm , if device
n has not reported a measurement on channel m. Thus, the
update rule is employed for each pair of SUs and channels
that the BS has received a new observation.
To update the distribution, the expression is evaluated for
unm = 0 and unm = 1. Since it is shown that Q{clm } and
Q{rn } are Beta distributions, EQ{clm } {ln(clm )}, EQ{clm } {ln(1 −
clm )}, EQ{rn } {ln(rn )}, and EQ{rn } {ln(1 − rn )} can be calculated
using (11). The summations are comparing the observations
with the expected value of ynm , coming from the model, and
soft counting the agreements and disagreements.
After normalizing the probabilities to have a valid Bernoulli
distribution, the parameter of the distribution can be updated
as τnm = EQ{unm } {unm } = Q{unm = 1}.

ln(Q{unm }) = const + EQ{rn } {ln(P{unm |rn })}
+ EQ{gn } EQ{clm } {ln(P{ynm |unm , gn , clm })}

l



l

Again, by integrating out all the variables except unm :

+ unm ynm

π̂n,l EQ{clm } {ln(1 − clm )}
l

ln(Q{gn = l}) = const + EQ{ρ} {ln(P{gn = l|ρ )},
EQ{unm } EQ{clm } {ln(P{ynm |unm , gn = l, clm })}.

+
m
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Again, by using stick-breaking construction rules and (10):
ln(Q{gn = l}) = const + EQ{ρl } {ln(ρl )}
l−1

+

EQ{ρl } {ln(1 − ρl )}
i=1

+


τnm EQ{clm } {ln(clm )ynm

m

+ ln(1 − clm )(1 − ynm )}
+ (1 − τnm )EQ{clm } {ln(1 − clm )ynm

+ ln(clm )(1 − ynm )} ,
where, the summation is over the channels that device n
has reported a measurement. EQ{clm } {ln(clm )}, EQ{clm } {ln(1 −
clm )}, EQ{ρl } {ln(ρl )}, and EQ{ρl } {ln(1 − ρl )} can be evaluated using (11) and the distributions Q{gn } are normalized
to represent a valid probability distribution.
The derived update rules are employed alternatively
to update the parameters of the variational distributions.
Generally, the per iteration complexity of the update rules is
O(NMLmax ). However, considering the fact that there are at
most N measurements at each time frame, the complexity of
the inference algorithm becomes O(N max{M, Lmax }).
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